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About This Game

Gravity is fun!

Aequitas Orbis is a 2D space game where players pilot their spaceships through gravity fields and challenge each other in
various disciplines. From last man standing to capture the flags, from cooperative to conquest mode.
The game allows for up to 4 players in local games (split screen) and up to 8 players in online games.

The game also allows you to create custom levels to play with friends via the built-in level editor.

Challenge your friends, save the planet, bring justice back to the orbit!

Highlights

 Fast-paced, 2D, skill-based shooter game with an innovative gameplay.

 Local split screen multiplayer (up to 4 players).

 Online/LAN multiplayer (up to 8 players).

 5 different game modes.

 Bundled editor that allows you to create custom maps.
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 Windows/Mac/Linux support.

Innovative Gameplay

In Aequitas Orbis your spaceship is in a realistic 2D gravitational space, where planets and moon pulls you towards them.
You can, of course, achieve stable orbits like satellites do around Earth, or you can jump from one planet to another like space

agencies' probes does.

In this environment, the player is challenged with different tasks, based on the game mode:

 In single player the goal is to destroy all the asteroids floating around the space before they collide with a planet

 In cooperative mode the goal is the same, but you'll be able to play with friends and you'll have to survive endless wave
of asteroids

 In deathmatch mode you'll have to destroy other players to reach a certain score and win. This mode is playable in teams
(eg. 2vs2, 3vs3, etc)

 In capture the flag mode each team will have a planet assigned, and a flag spawning around it, to goal is to steal the
enemy flag and bring it back to your own

 In conquest mode, some planets will be conquerable, take a stable low orbit around it, and you'll start capturing it. Once
a planet it's capture it'll start generating points for your team. But be careful, planets can be captured back the same way!

Maneuvering in space is hard and requires some time to get used to it, but anyone can master it! A hint? Try to think about
where you want to be 5 seconds from now instead of trying to go there now.
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I played this game when it was presented at FOSDEM 2018 in context of the Godot game engine.
The developer is a really cool guy (I was the guy in the wheelchair ;) )

The game itself is a rather well-made simulation of space physics, where you change your orbit by thrusting in a certain
direction so you can move around.

There are plenty of gamemodes and it's possible to play them with friends. The only thing that seems missing right now is
saving\/loading games, since the campaign starts over if you return to the menu.

I've yet to try playing with friends but I bought the game as some sort of a donation to the developer. If I'm not mistaken, he said
it has been in development for over 2 years.

Buy it if you like an innovative and realistic take on space shooters.
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